Based on the mass fraction size distribution of aluminum (Al), an improved method for effectively identifying the modes of particulate matter from pulverized coal combustion is proposed in this study. It is found that the particle size distributions of coal-derived particulate matter actually have three modes, rather than just mere two. The ultrafine mode is mainly generated through the vaporization and condensation processes. The coarse mode is primarily formed by the coalescence of molten minerals, while the newly-found central mode is attributed to the heterogeneous condensation or adsorption of vaporized species on fine residual ash particles. The detailed investigation of the mass fraction size distribution of sulfur (S) further demonstrates the rationality and effectiveness of the mass fraction size distribution of the Al in identifying three particle modes. The results show that not only can the number of particle modes be identified in the mass fraction size distributions of the Al but also can their size boundaries be more accurately defined. This method provides new insights in elucidating particle formation mechanisms and their physico-chemical characteristics.
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coal combustion, particle mode, elemental size distribution, formation mechanism Particulate matter (PM) is the dominant pollutant affecting air quality in most Chinese cities. Particulate pollution has brought about serious impacts not only on human health and the ecological environment but also on economic development. For example, a recent report (www.worldbank.org/eapenvironment) from the World Bank estimated that the excess deaths associated with PM 10 (PM with an aerodynamic diameter of less than or equal to 10 μm) reached 2.9 percent of GDP in China when valued using the VSL (value of a statistical life) approach. China's heavy dependence on coal for its energy needs makes coal combustion a major source of PM in the atmosphere (accounting for up to 33%). Therefore, investigations on the formation and control of PM generated during coal combustion are very important for improving public welfare and building a harmonious society in China.
The mode is one of the important statistical parameters used to characterize a particle size distribution (PSD). It is conventionally defined as the particle diameter associated with the highest point in the PSD [1] , but sometimes it is used to represent particles formed by similar mechanisms. The significance of particle modes lies in two aspects. On one hand, they are directly generated by particle formation mechanisms. As a consequence, the number of particle modes reflects their formation mechanisms. On the other hand, the particle mode gives the center location of the PSD, i.e. the particle size at which one certain characteristic parameter (mass, number, volume or surface area) occurs most frequently. This provides an important basis for PM health assessment, legislation, and control technology development.
Nearly all the previous studies on particle modes are based on size distributions of particle mass, number, volume or surface area. Since the measurement of these parameters is highly dependent on the precision and sensitivity of the instruments available, their size distributions are not always effective in obtaining the number of particle modes. Furthermore, boundary sizes between different modes cannot be defined accurately. For example, classical studies by Sarofim et al. [2] and Flagan et al. [3] show that size distributions of PM from pulverized coal combustion have two distinct modes, namely, the ultrafine mode (around 0.1 μm) and the coarse mode (often larger than 1 μm). This has been further confirmed by Neville et al. [4] , McElroy et al. [5] and later investigators. But sometimes the ultrafine mode cannot be identified due to the low resolution of the instruments available then [6, 7] . Recently, with high-resolution instruments Linak et al. [8, 9] and Seames [10] found that PM from coal combustion actually had three modes, not just mere two. Aside from the commonly observed ultrafine and coarse modes, there generally exists a central mode between 0.7 5 μm, which was often neglected in previous studies. Therefore, how to effectively identify particle modes with the instruments available is a critical step in better understanding their formation mechanisms. In the previous study [11] we developed a new method for identifying particle modes based on elemental size distributions. The results showed that the proposed method had more advantages over the commonly used ones. But that study is limited to only one coal. The main objective of the present work is to improve the previously proposed method for particle mode identification, and demonstrate its rationality and effectiveness by experiments with more fuels.
Experimental

Fuel preparation
Five typical Chinese coals of different ranks, i.e. LPS, HS, PDS, PX and XLT, were selected for combustion experiments. Their properties are listed in Table 1 . Among these coals, LPS, HS, PDS, and PX are bituminous coals, while XLT is lignite. Prior to experiments, the raw coal was crushed, ground and sieved into a size fraction of <63 μm. Then those size fractions were stored for experiments.
Experimental setup and procedure
The size-segregated coal samples were combusted in a laboratory high-temperature drop tube furnace (DTF). The DTF consists of three main components, i.e. a micro feeder, reactor and sampling system (Figure 1 ). A Model MFEV-10 Micro Feeder (manufactured by Sankyo Piotech Co., Ltd.) was used for feeding samples continuously and almost constantly. The reactor is 2000 mm long and made up of three electrically heated corundum tubes with an inner diameter of 56 mm. The temperature that the reactor can obtain is up to 1550 . The sampling system includes a water-cooled probe,
